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All real estate agents share one thing in common: we're all striving to get to the NEXT LEVEL of

personal and professional success.We want to take our lives, our businesses, and ourselves to the

next level. What if you could get there, faster than you ever thought possible, by simply changing

how you start your day?The original Miracle Morning book took the Real Estate industry by storm,

transforming the lives and businesses of tens of thousand of agents. Now, The Miracle Morning for

Real Estate Agents will do exactly that for you by taking you on a journey into the lives of

top-producing agent, Rick Masters and his wife, top-producing lender, Michelle Masters.First

introduced to you in the best-selling book, The 7 Levels of Communication, real estate professionals

Rick and Michelle are now married and expecting their first child, but the demands of their industry

have left them overworked, overweight, stressed out and unfulfilled. SomethingÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s got to

change. They attend a seminar and meet other agents who have transformed their

livesÃ¢â‚¬â€•both personally and professionallyÃ¢â‚¬â€•using a simple 30-day Challenge.Although

Michelle is optimistic, Rick is skeptical. But with nothing to lose and a lot to gain, Rick agrees to sign

up. Little does he know that you really can transform anyÃ¢â‚¬â€•or EVERYÃ¢â‚¬â€•area of your

life, in just 30 days. You're about to discover how!Grab Your Copy of The Miracle Morning for Real

Estate Agents today!
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The Miracle Morning for Real Estate Agents is life changing. By putting into practice the skills and

habits discussed and demonstrated in this book you change YOU. From your physical being, to

your spiritual, to your energy, to your commitment and so much more! By changing YOU...you

ultimately change all your future interactions with others...to the positive. Initially I picked this book

up to change and grow my business, the benefits to my entire life were an unexpected and most

wonderful EXTRA! People have asked..."What is different? Where is all this excitement and energy

coming from?" Which is always the perfect opportunity to share the name of this phenomenal book!!

Thinking about reading it for your business? Do it! Block out half a day. Trust me on this. You will

start reading and quickly know this is truth and information you want as soon as 'yesterday'! You will

not want to stop reading. Block out an afternoon or half a day to start and another to finish! Put it

into practice as soon as you begin. Oh you may not know it all, but I bet you know more than you

think and the author will remind you of what you already knew and show you the HOW and the

WHY! What are you waiting for...go read! Now!

This book was a great outline if the simple things you can do that will greatly change your life. If your

looking forms magic pill or quick fix you won't find it here but what you will find is the basic steps that

will guarantee success. Done consistently, you will have no choice but to grow everyday and

prosper in all areas of life. This book is great for the person just starting on their journey to the top or

an achiever just looking to sharpen the saw!

There's a reason cliches are cliches-they've been proven true so often they're boring! Still, this book

re-invigorates the heart of what we ALL know to be true, but don't practice, because, because,

because.....The Miracle Morning Series challenges you, by telling a SUPER relatable story, to get

off your butt and take RESPONSIBILITY for your days, your health, your LIFE, by starting EVERY

morning on the RIGHT foot for 30 days. Then 30 days more, then 30 days more-get the picture?

Success is a LIFELONG journey, my loves, so you might as well set your alarm clock for 6am and



FACE the music in the most positive and powerful way possible. Miracle Mornings forever, for this

kid :)

Changed my life in multiple ways. Outlook is better, routine is better. Motivates me to be a better

person .

Wow. Stop what you are doing right now. Cancel any plans that you have for tomorrow and use that

time to read this book. It is that good. I have become a full fledge Miracle Morningist and have never

looked back. Take notes and start to implement the specific steps before you are even done with

the book.

This book will change your mornings in an amazing way. I started with Miracle Morning then came

upon Michael Maher's class. My production has increased greatly. I will close over 2 million in sales

in the next 4-6 weeks, the most in that time period in my 10 year career! I share this with agents on

a daily basis. I have read many books for agents - The Miracle Morning for Real Estate Agents

changed my career - Michael Maher and Hal Elrod are on my appreciation list every day!

I was looking for a productivity book while working one morning. And I stumbled on Miracle Morning

because of the good reviews and ratings it had. I just wanted to get started on the right path to

productivity and prosperity. So I decided to give it a go, and I haven't regretted it. Miracle Morning

puts it all into perspective quickly, and with its hands on structure, you can apply all its principles to

your life immediately. Making you want to read the book cover to cover in just a week. Highly

recommend this book if your looking for a fresh new star and view on your work life.

Inspiring! Easy, fast read. Gave me the tools to become a better realtor and a better person in

general as far as reaching my potential and expanding my expectations of my self.
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